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T5000 Wireless Throttle
An Incredibly Simple Throttle!
Although the wait was longer than anticipated, you will find that we have made
good use of the extra time. Inside this value priced throttle are features and
capabilities that you’ve always wished for. Yet, this throttle does not need a multipage instruction manul. Simple menus, on-screen messages, icons and intuitive
key sequences insure you always know what to do next.
Action Keys Out Of The Way
The front panel key placement insures that action or menu oriented keys are out of
the way of the function keys and speed control. The big speed knob is at home with
either right or left handed operators.
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Main Screen Info
The “home page” shows all of the
locomotive information at a glance
with the important numbers in big
type. The locomotive address is
shown in big bold characters - 1. The
on-screen speed value and direction
are always present - 2. The active
frequency is shown as well as the
present speed step setting - 3, 4.
Finally, the battery charge indicator
always lets you know the throttle’s
battery status - 5.
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Operation of the T5000 throttle is
simplified by the use of messages.
These message show options and
appropriate keys to use.
Icons Show The Way

$159

Below the horizontal line, the icons
remind you how to cancel or escape
back to the home page by pushing *
or to continue by pushing #.
Convenient Menus

The menu key brings up a list of 8
items that provide complete control
! Single button “STOP” to instantly zero the locomotive’s and setup of the throttle. Pushing the
MENU key once brings up page one.
speed.
Pushing it a second time brings up
! 16 unique frequencies including the original 8 frequencies the 2nd page. Just key in the number
plus 8 more frequencies
for the task or item you wish to use. It
! 8 locomotive memory slots save a locomotive’s address, could not be simpler.
speed, direction, speed-steps, frequency and function settings. T h e m o s t c o m m o n l y u s e d
! 11 different transmitter power level settings. The default commands are located on the first
setting is about the same level as the T9000 throttle. At menu page for easy access. Here you
maximum power setting, the output power is about double that can change frequencies, use
Operations Programming, change
of the T9000.
the speed steps or turn off the
! 28 DCC functions. Function 0 to 9 are right at your finger throttle.
tips. Push * and a number to access function 10 to 19. Push **
Page 2 of the menu accesses the
to access functions 20 to 28.
Service-mode DCC programmer,
! 9999 minute auto-shut off timer. Select from 1 to 9999 transmitter power level selection,
minutes of delay before automatically turning off the throttle. auto shut-off timer and factory reset.
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0. OPS PROGRAM
1. POWER OFF
2. SS SELECT
3. FREQ SELECT

4. SVC PROGRAM
5. AUTO OFF TIMER
6. programming
TRANSMIT POWER
7. FACTORY RESET
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